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This final report presents our l ateet research activity in voice
compression. - We have designed, a nos-real time simulation system that is
Implemented around an IBM-PC where the IBM-PC is used as a speech work station
for data aoquisition and'analysis of voice samples. A real-time implementa-
tion is also proposed. This real-time Voice Compression Board (VCB) is archi-
teoted around .`.a Texas Instruments TILS-3220.
The voice compression algorithm investigat'd here was described In an
earlier report titled, "Low Cost Voice Compression for Mobile Digital Radios,"
by the author. We will assume the reader is familiar with the voice oompres-
sion algorithm discussed in thin, report. The Y® compresses speech waveforms
at data rates ranging from 4.6 K bps to 16 'L bps. This board interfaces to
the IBM-PC $-bit bus, and plugs into a single expansion slot on the mother
board.
SUMMARY OF RESEARCH
1. Srss9b Jfsrk SLatlon
To provide an inexpensive speech work station, we selected the IBM-PC.
With the large pool of software/hardware available for this personal computer,
a completely self-contained speech work station was integrated.
Data acquisition hardware necessary for the speech work station must be
composed of the following modules:
.12-bit A/D module with minimum O microsecond conversion time
.12-bit A/D module with minimum 10 microsecond settling time
The following features are required:
.Programmable input gain: ranging 2.4,5
.Single Differential input channel
.Programmable sampling rate
.Fully compatible with IBM Personal Computer
We decided to use the Data Translation (Marlborough, Massaahusetta) DT-
26011, a single board analog and digital I/O system for the IBM-PC. This
board contains all of the above modules and has 16 single-ended or R differen-
tial A/D input channels.
Software drivers for this board are available from numerous vendors. We
decided to use the Interactive Laboratory System (ILS) software package for
the IBM-PC. This software package is developed by the Signal Technology Corp.
(Goleta, California). ILS performs numerous functions in a variety of areas.
Including: signal display, spectral analysis, display and editing functions.
An analog interface circuitry was designed to interface a microphone to
a single differential input channel for the A/D operation, and a speaker to a
single D/A channel.
Voice compression experiments are performed by first sampling the input
speech waveform. The speech samples are stored on the hard disk drive. A
`rr? program was written to translate the ILS sampled data files to standard ascii
character files. This file is then transferred via the serial RS-232 port on
the IBM-PC to the yax 11/750. Another program converts this ascii file to a
binary packed format. The voice compression program reads this input file,
and creates an output file which contains the synthesized compressed speech
samples. This file is translated from the binary packed format to ascii for-




an ILS ample data file. 'The compressed speech may now be played on the
speaker by performing D/A operation on this file.
j1
In Fig. ( 1) we have shown this development environment.
We shall now discuss the experimental results that we have obtained by
using this development station.
^. Deseriotion ^ Experiments
In the course of our a periments, we evaluated several different varia--
tions of the voice compression algorithm, namely,
1. Filter Coefficient Smoothing
2. Automat! c Gain Control
3. Fixed Point Implementation
4. Parameter Quantization
Filter Coefficient Smoothing: In this version, the filter coefficients
during each sampling period are smoothed by linear interpolation. This is
done 'or extension filtering of the tree search algorithm, and the synthesisfilter.
Automatic Gain Control: In this version, a gain factor is used to scale
consecutive samples of the same value, i.e.,
Cai°i; if ai - al-i
gi 1 ; otherwise
This gain is used in both extension filtering and synthesis filter.
Fixed Point Implementation: To implement the voice compression algo-
rithm on a digital signal, processor, it is necessary to perform all the arith-
metic in the field or, real integers modulo 216.
Parameter Quantization: To transmit the filter coefficients over the
communication channel, it is necessary to quantize the filter coefficients
(Total of 8) using a parameter quantization scheme as described in the previ-
pus report.
In the enclosed appendix we have included a set of experiments that we
have performed. In Experiments 101 through 107, the speech waveforms for the
duration of each .utterance is displayed. Furthermore, the spectrum and the
waveform for different segments of each utterance is also depicted.
).,	 y gf ,QHr Experiments
Filter smoothing does smooth the compressed voice signal.
	
However, J





The compressed voice is extremely sensitive to the constant gain ooeffi-
cients. A gain value of 1.2 resulted in the beat performance. The vowels
were slightly distorted using this technique.
The results of the Integer implementation of the voice compression algo-
rithm were quite exciting. We found no loam in performance when 16-bit reso-
lution with proper scaling was used.
Parameter quantization resulted in negligible loan of performance.
Based on our observations and the results of our experiments, one may
conclude that from the waveformn tracking viewpoint of the tree .search algo-
rithm, this algorithm performs quite well. The reconstructed speech waveform
closely tracks the original speech waveform. 'There is, however, some tracking
error for high frequency components (3 ghz and above) . From the spectrum of
the reconstructed speech, it is clear that the spectrum of the synthesized
speech and original speech resemble each other. It is, however, difficult to
extract the signal to-noise ratio directly from the spectrum.l
From the intelligibility viewpoint, this voice compression algorithm
performs quite well. And given our integer impl®entation of this algorithm,
we have shown the viability of building a VCP using a digital signal processor
with 16-bits of resolution.
Ill It would be more appropriate to compute spectrogram fos
'waveforms, rather than the three-dimensional spectrum. Unfortunately,




MU-na Voice Comoreasion agar
The primary candidates for the real-time processor were Fujitsu MB-8764
and Texas Instruments THS-32020. MB-8764 was rejected, based on a comparison
of tho instruction set and the available support for this processor.
In Fig. (2) we show the architecture for a real-time voios compression
processor. A standard IBWPC wire wrap board, which plugs into the IBM-PC bus
In used to build the prototype for the VCB.
At initialization time 1X11 the programs are dowry-loaded via the IBM-PC
bus into the global two-poet memory. Each processor then copies the proper
segment of each task into its local RAM.
Based on the oomputationa;^ complexity of the voice oompression algo-
rithm, it has been determined that to implement the voice compression algo-
rithm in real-time, it requires at least two TM5-32020 to execute the algo-
rithm. For this reason the algorithm is broken down in two segments. The
analysis filter processor performs the withening operation and outputs the
residue sequence. And the filter coefficients are computed. The second pro-
censor performs all the tree filtering algorithm and the reconstruction
fil ter.
All task synchronizations are performed via mailboxes resident in the
global memory. The second processor lags behind the first processor by a full
frame cycle (10 maec). The operation of the two processors is completely
overlapped.
All of the results from the analysis filter are copied from the local
RAM to the global RAM. The second processor reads this block of data from the
global RAM and copies it into its local RAM. The output of the second proces-
sor is binary-packed data, and quantized parameters. These results are acces-
sible from the PC-Bus. The host processor (Intel 8088) may access these
results from the PC-Bus and transmit them through the aerial R8 232C port,
which can be transmitted via a modem to the circuit- switched telephone lines.
The aerial bus on the first TM5-32020 is used for A/D operation, and the
aerial bus on the second processor Is used for the D/A operation. This off-
loads the processor memory bandwidth.
The real-time implementation of the voice compression algorithm was out-
lined. Some experimental results of the variation of the voice compression
algorithm were stated. These results showed the tracking performance of the
voice compression algorithm.
This report confirms the feasibility of building a VCB using two TMS-
32020, This board may be used for low-cost digital mobile voice terminal
which can interface to the telephone line or other transmission mediums.
Dphone
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